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EDITORIAL
Thanks for the positive feedback I’ve
received over the last few weeks regarding
the magazine. Best of all has been the
willingness of many of you to contribute
articles and photos – keep it up!

Cover Photo: Oksana Isavnina showing the
different style required for clipping in Ski
Orienteering. (Photo: Oksana’s personal)

Paul Gilkison
psquared@iconz.co.nz

LETTERS
Directions
An instructive story: once again, we hear that
a newcomer to orienteering and potential
AOC member has travelled for an hour to get
to an event and been unable to find it. It
doesn't matter where and when, but please,
everyone organising events: we really don't
want to put people off at the first hurdle, do
we?

terrain.
Control signs: Pictures of food were used. At
first I though it was a breakfast theme croissants, baguette, cups of coffee - until I
saw the next pictorial control description, a
bubbling champagne glass.
The above formula made for happy kids.
Jill Brewis

Mark Roberts
Would organisers elaborate on the directions
in the calendar and forward the details to me
for publication please – Ed.

Je Ne Sais Quoi String Courses
The French like to do things in style.
The French 5-Day event in Fontainebleau
had 2600 competitors, 1800 seniors and 800
juniors. There were kids everywhere,
including all over the final controls (as if they
weren't difficult enough to find).
The string courses were ideal for encouraging
the kindergarten class of orienteers. Three
notable aspects of the course planning were:
Format: Bold white cord was laid direct on
the ground. This left no doubt has to which
way the children should head. There were no
tears and no can't-find controls.
Layout: The course took children up hills,
round boulders, through the forest and up a
steep set of steps. Because the string was so
visible the children happily ran round the
course without baulking at the changes in

Hello!
My name is Erik Reinholdson and I live in
Sweden. I am 19 years old and this summer,
I concluded upper secondary school. I live in
suburban area of Stockholm with my parents
and my sister. During my spare time I use to
run orienteering and I play also bandy in the
winter. For about 6-7 years I have run
orienteering. It is a very nice sport. One
reason that I started to go for orienteering
was that my parents have been practises this
sport for several years. In Sweden we have a
tradition. If your parents love a sport, you will
also love the sport. The Club I have joined is
"Järfälla OK". It is one of the largest clubs in
Stockholm area. The club has about 400
members. I far as I know you practice
orienteering in New Zeeland as well? It is
very nice that orienteering is spread over the
world. We can get so much experience of our
sport, across border.
For the moment I work in a Sport shop, and
will do so for the rest of this autumn. Before I
start study at any university. I would like to
learn more in English and I will also travel.
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Why don 't combine those two goals? I have
during a long time thinking of travelling and
according join my interest. I have already
been in the European counties. It would like
to go to another continent, there I have not
been before and explore the nature with help
by orienteering. New Zeeland has I always
been interested in. In my opinion Sweden
looks like New Zealand. It would be very nice
to see if I am right or wrong. My plans for the
winter / summer is to travel to your country. I
will stay there for 1,5 - 2 mouths and the main
reason why I do this travel is to learn English.
I want also met people who can show me the
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orienteering sport in your country. I want also
travel around to see the different part of New
Zealand. Consequently, I would like to get in
touch with anyone who can help me to get a
room for a couple of weeks?
Erik Reinholdson
+460858037781
Sonatgärnd 7
17556 Järfälla
e-mail: reinholdson@hehe.com
Sweden

EVENT CALENDAR
Please call Club Secretaries
confirmation of these details:

for

final

A Auckland. Nicola Kinzett 09 521 9535
http://auckoc.tripod.com/
CM Counties-Manukau. Hilary Isles
09 235 2941
E Egmont. Suzanne Scott 06 758 4468
H Hamilton. Mike Baldwin 07 856 3887
NW NorthWest. Jill Smithies 09 838 7388
P Pinelands. Chris Jackson 07 886 5313
R Rotorua. Peter Fitchett 07 345 6786

T Taupo. Alison Mensen 07 378 0577
WACO Waikato and Auckland Campus.
Melissa Edwards 09 634 8104
Wh Whangarei. Dick Rankin 09 434 6499
NOS National Orienteering Squad. Rob
Crawford 09 412 9711
Unless otherwise stated, start times are 10
am to 12 midday. Summer Series start times
from 5.30 pm to 6.45 pm.

September
Sun 23

NW

OY 7 – Wilson Road Ì Note the change from Kaipara Knolls Ì
Signposted from Parakai. Follow South Head Rd for
approximately 15 min to Wilson Rd.

The change of map was forced on us by very late advice of a
double booking by the Forest Protection Service (the FPS is the
group we pay $3 per head at each event to avoid exactly this
sort of conflict. What do you think about that?!) - Ed.
Sun 23

T

Karapiti
Turn off from Poihipi Rd between Tukairangi Rd and Oruanui
Rd. Courses in fast running eucalypt, a few grassy paddocks
and maybe some pine to slow the faster ones.

Sun 30

NW

Training Wilson Rd (the controls will be left out from the previous
week)

6–7

CDOA

CDOA Champs – entry form in the August magazine

6–7

ACT

Australian Champs (Cooma, NSW)

October

Sun 14
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NW

Coaching
White’s Line (terrain similar to the Auckland Champs). 10.30 is
the only start time. See details below. Organiser Rob Garden
(i.e. it’s bound to be good!)

20 – 22

AOC

Auckland Champs
3 new Woodhill Forest maps. Entry form in last month’s
magazine or on the AOC website http://auckoc.tripod.com/
Closing date 30 September

Sun 28

NW

Ralph King Score event
Muriwai. See more details in this edition.

November
3–4

Wgtn

Wellington Champs – entry form enclosed

10 – 11

PAPO

South Island Champs – entry form enclosed

Sun 11

NW

Auckland teams event (relays) – Otakanini Topu Ì Note the
change from Slater Road Ì

Sun 11

T

99 Hills

January ‘02
13

ANZ Challenge

20

ANZ Challenge
AOC

Anniversary Weekend 2 day including Point to Point race

T

Katoa Po and CDOY1

March ‘02
9 - 10

Back at Waihora. The map is a lot bigger than used for the 2001
OY1
Sausages, drinks and chocolate bars available at the event

Coaching Day 14 October – White’s
Line

(c)

Compass work must be accurate

(d)

Simplifying all the detail

10:30 start time

(e)

Choosing the safest way for you.

White’s Line is the perfect training for
Auckland’s premier event, the Auckland
Champs. It’s adjacent to the new map that
will be used for the champs, and on very
similar terrain – so can be treated as a model
map. (Note the terrain is also like the young
pines on Pot Luck (not the very thick ones!)
There are some very important skills needed
to navigate well in this terrain:
(a)

Contour reading

(b)

Using handrails and high points

All these skills will be worked on during this
coaching day. There will be many controls in
place if you just want to do your own thing –
you can have a map with all the controls on.
People may prefer to operate in pairs. There
will be coaches available to help.
Details: 10:30am at the Restall Rd Gate, 1km
from the forest Headquarters in the middle of
the Beautiful Hills Map.
Bring lunch – although the gate can be
opened at 60 min intervals from 12:30.
Cost $10 ($5 Juniors and Senior Citizens). I
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must know how many maps to print (3 or 4
per person), so please contact me at the
Wilson Rd OY, or tel 09 420 2849 evenings,

or email at rg&mg@xtra.co.nz
Rob Garden

Bathing Beauties at the Baltic (1). Can you put names to these fine figures about to
take the plunge in the Baltic Sea? (Clue, all members of the AOC… read ahead to
have all revealed!) [Photo: Jill Brewis]

THE RUSSIANS ARE COMING!
Oksana
Isavnina
arrived
in
New
Zealand
at
the
beginning of August,
and is making plans
to
settle
permanently in New
Zealand
with
husband
Sergey.
Both are hugely
talented orienteers,
and stand to bring
new
levels
of
competition to our
domestic racing.
Oksana at OY 6 –
Karioitahi
(Photo:Paul G)

Before
arriving,
Oksana emailed a
number
of
Orienteering

contacts listed on the NZ web sites to enquire
about events, and was inundated with no less
than 50 responses! Having flown direct from
Russia on the Thursday, three days later she
ran at the Waiuku score event organised by
CMOC, on a map and terrain completely
unfamiliar to her. She came second to Mark
Lawson, and scored just ahead of national
Elite champion Marquita Gelderman.
Husband Sergey remains in Russia for the
moment – allowing English-speaking Oksana
get established first, while he continues to
manage their ice hockey equipment business.
Three weeks after arriving, I interviewed
NWOC’s newest elite recruit.
AO: Oksana,
background?

tell

us

a

little

of

your

ISAVNINA: I graduated in 1994 from the State
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University of St. Petersburg with a Bachelor
of Sport / Management Psychology and I’m
qualified as a Psychologist of Sport /
Management and as a professional Physical
Education teacher. I also have a Diploma in
Nursing, and have graduated as a masseuse.
My specialist field would be consulting people
in sport. I have worked for the Council for
sport tourism and training in Russia near the
Ural Mountains, and have given personal
training for people for who fitness is a
requrement for their job – such as firemen
and policemen.
AO: What made you decide to settle in NZ,
and what do you think you will miss the most?
ISAVNINA: Most of all I will miss the people,
and the friends I have left behind. I chose
New Zealand because they say the ecology
is very good here. I read an article in the
National Geographic that said NZ was the
best country in the
world in which to live in
the 21st Century.

and foot orienteering races.
In 1998 I was made a “Russian Orienteering
Federation Member of Honour”.
From 1997 – 2000 I was the Russian Skiorienteering National Team Leading racer,
multi-day World Cup event winner, and
member of the world Ski-orienteering Elite
Society.
AO: Where were you competing?
ISAVNINA: Estonia, Finland, there were many
countries.
I competed as an individual, but also as a
team member – they say I’m a very good 3rd
leg runner.
AO: What got you interested in orienteering?
ISAVNINA: It is a sport that is both demanding
and challenging, mentally and physically. It is
a combination of all things.
AO: How popular is
Orienteering
in
Russia?

We also have chosen
NZ since we wanted
something
new
to
come into our lives.
Just
imagine
absolutely
new
environment, is it not
challenging? As well, I
hope to bring a lot of
benefits to juniors of
NZ. I met the National
Team today - how
many things I would
like to show and to
share with them!!! I
really hope that these
people will become a
little family and we all
together will become
stronger as a Team
and as individuals!

ISAVNINA: It’s very
popular – not like
football or ice hockey,
but popular.

AO: You’ve had a lot of
Orienteering
experience, what are
some
of
your
achievements?

AO: Is there a clear
plan for developing
juniors?

ISAVNINA: From 1992 – 2001 I’ve been a
member of the Russian national Ski
Orienteering team, but I do run. I have been
the multi-day Russian Champion of the
Russian Army Ski-orienteering competition

AO:
How
is
Orienteering organised
in Russia?
ISAVNINA: Well, I was
surprised to find 3
clubs in Auckland!
In
Russia
each
municipality has one
club,
and
that
combines Ski, Foot
and Mountain Bike
orienteering.
The
same people are not
necessarily
the
champions of each
discipline.

ISAVNINA:
Children
begin learning at 9 - 10
in schools, where all sports, including
Orienteering are catered for.
There are
99,000 in my home town and at the Olympic
School there are six coaches working part
time, coaching kids after school. We try to
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keep juniors interested by sending them
abroad and to see other beautiful places.
AO: Your strength is clearly in Skiorienteering, but what is your background in
foot orienteering?
ISAVNINA: In Russian terms, I know how to
navigate, but wouldn’t be good enough for
national team. Here in NZ I hope to show
some new things for city training as it is so far
to travel to the courses. I would like to see
emphasis on Park Orienteering. In Russia I
was controlling a lot, and a setter for junior
Ski-O competitions.
AO: What grade do you anticipate competing
in NZ? [A polite way of finding out how old
she is!]
ISAVNINA: I would run in the Elite grade all the
time.
Sergey is the same, except his
speciality is foot orienteering. He is an “exracer”.
AO: Turning to Sergey then, does he share
your enthusiasm for the sport?
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best.
AO: Oksana, you have been a champion; tell
us what it takes to be a champion.
ISAVNINA: Desire…desire. You need to be
working hard and be motivated. When I was
training, I would leave all my equipment in the
training area so I could go straight back to it
for the next session. You must have a good
Orienteering-focused mind.
For example
after the Russian championships I would go
over the course 100 times after the event,
each time trying to see where I made or lost
time.
AO: On race day, how do you prepare?
ISAVNINA: It depends on the race – whether it
is a club race or an international event. I
become focused; I warm up. I remember
things. Once I have started my stopwatch,
that’s it. I ignore everything else.
AO: Everyone has his or her own technique
for getting to the first control; what’s your
secret?

ISAVNINA: More than me! He doesn’t train
hard, perhaps just 10 – 15 km per day sometimes 20 or 30 km on the weekends.
He also runs marathons – he has run 2:19
and represented Russia many years ago.
He’s 40 now - born in 1961. [Yikes! – Ed.]

ISAVNINA: It depends on the race/terrain of
course, but I find the tempo increases from
the start. It is like a chute – there is nobody
around; you are alone… nothing, nothing
else.

AO: Assuming you and Sergey gain
permanent residency, how would you like to
establish yourselves?

Expect to see a lot more of Oksana and
Sergey on the orienteering circuit soon.

ISAVNINA: We would like to start an adventure
sport company in the South Island… perhaps
also providing some consulting for athletes. I
would like to push people to achieve their

Paul Gilkison

NORTH WEST NEWS
Orienteering on Pot Luck doesn’t
seem to get any easier over the
years-interpreting the detail in the
low pines within a 100 metres of
the start triangle proved to be a challenge
that my brain was unable to meet. An injured
Marquita Gelderman demonstrated the old
hare and tortoise fable, with a clear win even
at a walking pace.
A warm welcome to new club member
Oksana Isavnina, who has recently emigrated
from Russia, and who has already been

invited to train with the national O squad.
Congratulations to our treasurer, Rolf
Wagner, who has taken on a new mantle as
the National O Squad manager. Rolf has
impressed in recent years with his
impeccable organisation skills and attention
to detail, and played a major role behind the
scenes when New Zealand hosted the World
Masters champs in January 2000. By the time
you read this Rolf will be in Switzerland for a
month, having already set courses for the
forthcoming OY 7.
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Seven club members participated in the
recent Controllers Clinic – Paul Gilkison, Stan
Foster, Bert Chapman, Asta Wistrand, Peter
Godfrey, Alan Janes and Dave Middleton and braved record rainfalls and stormy
conditions to take part in a practical exercise
on the Weiti map. The steep terrain is muddy
at the best of times, but Bert reports that
some were in fear of being victims of
landslides as they took one step up and slid
down three on the treacherous slopes. But
they survived and several are now grade
controllers.
Many thanks to Jim Lewis
(Taupo) and Mark Roberts for instructing and
organising the clinic.
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Slooten, Simon Brill), Intermediate Girls
(Ellen Johnson, Stephanie Paretovich,
Stephanie Stevens) and Junior Girls ( Becca
Kelly, Kristen Bourchier, Fleur McInnes).
Stephanie Stevens had an excellent run and
was second only to the very experienced
Lizzie Ingham of Wellington.
Thanks must go to Graham Peters who has
inspired the hordes of students to participate
with such enthusiasm – a whole coach load
travelled to Wellington for the champs.
Coming events:
OY 6 at Karioitahi, on Sunday 09 September,
is the setting for our own club champs – there
will be some spirited competition in some
grades!
The Ralph King Score Event will be held in
Woodhill Forest on 28 October and will
feature 2 new trophies for M/W 40 age
classes. This should be a popular event now
that we have all had plenty of experience this
season in the time management skills
required for score-O.
Throughout October and November are the
various regional champs for those looking for
travel and excitement…
Next club meeting: Wednesday 12
September at Alan Janes’, 99 Totaravale
Drive, Glenfield, commencing 7.30pm.
The October meeting is on 10 October at
Paul Gilkison’s, 12 Albert Rd, Devonport
(note change of venue from Jill’s). All
welcome.
LISA MEAD
445 4555

Mike Beveridge with the final control in his
sights – OY 6 Karioitahi (Photo: Paul G)

National secondary school champs: Once
again Birkenhead College had an exemplary
result at the national secondary schools
champs, winning the Top School competition
in both boys and girls categories ( for the 6th
time in the last 8 years), and with top-3
places in the Silva Premier competition.
The College took first place in the following
relays: Senior Boys (Carl Johnson, Alex

S T O P P R E S S. Fantastic News! NWOC
is now officially The North West Orienteering
Club Incorporated. Thanks to all those whom
helped draft our constitution and provide
excellent suggestions for improvement. The
Companies’ Office accepted the final draft
without amendment.
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AUCKLAND CHATTER
Auckland
Champs
preparation in full steam, with
almost everyone in the club
volunteered to do something
to help, even those who
inconveniently don't live anywhere near
Auckland any more.

Does anyone know where the Club's First Aid
Kit is?
Cheers
Mark Roberts

While Tom Clendon trains for WMOC in Nida, Lithuania, others appear to be on a water diet.
From front Left: Heather Clendon, Jill Brewis, Alistair Stewart, Joanna Stewart. [Photo Jill
Brewis]
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News from the Masters of the World…
- Tom Clendon
Andy, Jill, Heather and Tom travelled from
Auckland to Singapore then Frankfurt where
we met up with Alistair and Joanna and
continued on to Vilnius in Lithuania arriving at
1130am. The bus which had been arranged
to take us and about thirty other orienteers to
Nida (the event centre) managed to either
crash or breakdown so we waited in very hot
conditions until another bus was found. The
replacement bus that was not air-conditioned
had virtually no legroom and not much power.
The alleged 5-hour journey somehow took
about 9 hours and darkness arrived before
our destination. This meant our journey was
40 hours nonstop. We were eventually
dropped off in Nida with the direction to our
hotel being described, as "over there
somewhere" as the guide and the driver were
not sure where it was. We lugged all our gear
(why do we always take too much) around
the back streets and eventually stumbled on
our accommodation. Our host greeted us
warmly and said that our rooms were not the
best but hoped we could manage. The rooms
were best described as "quaint" but were
quite adequate with showers and toilets etc.

The next day was the opening ceremony and
march-past and eight Kiwis took part. The
missing two were Ann Scott and Ann
McCarthy who were turned back at the Latvia
border due to no visa. (They arrived next day
just in time for the first race).
All competitors were bussed to the
competition area, 45 mins, with busses
leaving Nida at ten-minute intervals and other
accommodation areas at 25 or 30 mins.
The organisation was excellent everything on
time and in place. The two qualification races
were quite technical and we all managed a
few errors but qualified for either A or B finals.
(My personal best yet).
The second race was held in cold damp
conditions but the final was very hot, over 30
degrees, and heat exhaustion took its toll.
Although no Kiwis won this year we all
thoroughly enjoyed the event and the
Lithuanians who were all very friendly and
helpful.
After a more pleasant return journey to
Vilnius and overnight there we travelled on to
France for some touring around before the
French 5-day which will be reported on later.

JWOC Trip 2001
We all met up in Switzerland (Greg Flynn,
Andrew McCarthy, Lara Prince, James
Bradshaw, David Stewart and Rob Crawford
(manager) and still jet lagged ran the Swiss
short champs with particularly ordinary
results. Lara was the best performed with a
reasonable placing, Greg had the notable run
of the day by picking up the D20 map rather
than the H20 (men’s) because he didn’t know
which one was which. After this event we
drove to Hungary via Germany and Austria
where we spent a night. Then it was into
Hungary for a week and bit training before
JWOC. The Hungarians tried their best to
handicap us by feeding us the fattiest food
they could, like deep fried cauliflower. Liver
was mixed into every meal and left overs
from the night before were made into lunch
the next day, like the cold fruit soup we got
served up. It took us quite a while to get
adjusted to the new terrain and on a number
of training events many an hour was spend

out in the forest trying to decide where the
toilet paper control had gone. During our
training period we spent time with the
Australians and the Estonians in a place not
dissimilar to a concentration camp. This
meant we began to get to know more of the
other teams better … many of whom James
later got to know a lot better. As the big event
drew nearer we travelled south (dodging all
the insane Hungarian drivers that Rob
decided to imitate) to the Hungarian Short
and Relay Champs. We competed in these
unofficially after other competitors had
finished. There were mixed results with some
very fast times and some not so fast ones by
everyone. As the nerves began to build we
took an extended route back to Miskolc,
around Lake Balaton, in order to do a bit of
R&R and relax a bit. Then it was into the
exciting part. We moved into “ghetto alley”
which was the C class accommodation at
JWOC with all the other teams who couldn’t
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afford better accommodation. This turned out
to be a blessing in the fact that it was the
centre for all partying that went on after the
event. So it was onto the racing in some torrid
conditions like temperatures up to 40
degrees!!
Short O Final (Final/Time/Place)
Lara
Prince

B

28:55

7/58

Greg
Flynn

B

31:14

49/62

James
Bradsha
w

C

32:40

7/30

David
Stewart

C

35:58

14/30

Andrew
McCarthy

C

39:20

19/30

As a result of a small quirk in administration,
two extra entries were made for the men's B
final and Greg fortunately picked up one of
these spots.
Classic Final (Time/Place)
Lara Prince

71:16

66/132

David
Stewart

83:41

87/158

Andrew
McCarthy

87:13

107/158

James
Bradshaw

96:32

135/158

Greg Flynn

96:33

136/158

Throughout the racing Lara had the best
placings with some excellent results and the
guys … well all of us thought we could do
better than we did (although there were some
very encouraging results at times) and are
looking forward to next year when we will be
back with European experience from this year
to do better. That just left the final event, the
party!! I’m not the right person to tell you too
much about the party (although I can tell you
that the Russians are a friendly bunch and
are quite a sharing group of people) but I
hear from all accounts that a fantastic time
was had by all especially by James who
broke records throughout the night (there will
be a JWOC diary that was kept while we
were away that will be typed up at some
stage that will have more information for
anyone who can get hold of it). The next
morn we had an early departure (6am) but
hadn’t got very far before our tank of a
vehicle died on us and left some very seedy
feeling people on the side of the road in the
HOT Hungarian sun. Eventually we left the
car and Rob in Hungary and began a mission
trip by train to try and get to Zurich with very
limited time for a flight. Well, with some luck
on our side we made it (just) and the trip was
over. We however could have not of had such
a successful trip with out the commitment of
Rob as our manager and Jimbo (from
Australia) as our coach and we all are very
grateful for all their help.
David Stewart

The rarely photographed Mark
Roberts – making it look easy
at OY 6
(Photo: Paul G)
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SYMBOL PUZZLE
Test your knowledge of control descriptions. Getting them all indicates you’ve spent too much time
running in Europe!

See back page for solution

Annual Ralph King National Score Championships

 Muriwai
Sunday 28 October 2001
20 Controls only, varying in value from 5 to 100 points. Area 3 km2
Age classes: M/W 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 21 – 34, 35, 40, 45, 50, 55, 60, 65, 70, 75, 80.
Enter on the day
Starts each 15 minutes from 10am – 11am. Penalty for finishing over one hour: 10 points per
minute or part thereof. Competitors scoring the same total will share that place. No bonus points
for early finish.
Trophies to be held for one year:

Senior men, Senior Women, Junior Men, Junior Women, Boys 12 and under, Girls 12 and under,
Veteran Men 50+, Veteran Women 50+; plus two new trophies this year: Men 40+, Women 40+.
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Caption Competition
Entries for this are
welcomed and (as long
as they are reasonably
decent!) will be
published next month.
What Andy allegedly
said was

C'mon then Boris
- let's have you!
I've got my
friends with me
this time!

Bathing Beauties at the Baltic (2). Cooling off after a WMOC event in
Lithuania are (L-R) Joanna Stewart, Alistair Stewart, Andy Brewis, Heather
Clendon, Tom Clendon [Photo: Jill Brewis]

Punch
Lines
0Our Agent in Taupo Reports…
Bert turned up at Karapiti on Sunday to
compete. When questioned about the
distance, he made a comment about setting
out for Waipu and ending up at Taupo.
Anyway, he did the medium red course,
which was about 4.5km with a lot of climb.
(One of the other competitors carried his new
toy GPS with him and announced afterwards
it was 355m climb and 4.55km). Bert wrote a
clipper number down incorrectly from the

master control descriptions. When he got to
control #2, he found it was 156 when his card
said 158. He resolved to clip it as it seemed
to be in the correct spot (after he had spent a
while looking around) and check before he
finished that it was right otherwise he would
go back and correct it.
He went from the second to last control to the
back of the finish tent and asked about the
2nd control. On being told it should be 156,
he was so relieved at not having to slog back
up the hills that he announced that he had
finished and his time was recorded.
Unfortunately, he was then DNF’d for not
getting the last control back 100m along the
road from the finish tent.
Almost as good as the time he was DNF’d
twice on the same course on the same day at
Pio Pio
[On the competition, it was a very good
turnout especially for a CD event with very
close times. Even on the long course, 4th
was only 2 minutes behind the winner.]
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KIDZ KONTROL!
Hi and welcome to the second issue of Kidz Kontrol I hope you liked the last one… It’s probably a
little bit more exciting than this issue (It really is quite hard work being an editor you know…) but I
tried my best and the best it could be was this.
So in other words I hope that you like this issue as much as the last one. If you have any photos or
pretty much anything related to orienteering that you would like to send to me then send I to this
address: 12 Albert Rd Devonport Auckland or you can send by computer to:
sarahg@devonport.school.nz
Sarah…
This is a small part of the map
called Muriwai and your
challenge is: name all the
features (including the start
and finish) that are in a control
circle in order.
For example:
No 1: Track Junction
No 2: Fence End …
And it goes on. Don’t worry I
haven’t given you all the
answers I just gave you an
example of what was meant to
happen… And if you’re really
smart then use the
international symbols. Like for
a track junction it would look
like a ‘Y’ shape but in dotted
lines like a track is on the
map… have fun.

Start: U
No 1:
No 2:
No 3:
No 4:
Finish:

Look at the back page for last week’s wordfind solution.
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Two young orienteers meet a New Zealand
sporting legend – Peter Snell with Sarah
Gilkison and Nick Mead at Karioitahi 9 Sep
01
(Photo: Paul G)

TRAINING TIPS
Having done some evil things to my ankle at
Pot Luck a fortnight ago, I felt that the
following advice might be useful! – Ed.

on cheaper socks leaves a larger seam which
will cause abrasion. Put your hand inside and
check or better still turn it inside out.
Footwear and Footbeds.

Foot care
For one day events it’s important, for two day
events its more so and for multi- day events
its critical.
Some do’s and don’ts
Socks
Don’t use new socks in an event, they need
using a day or two to take away any excess
fibre.
Don’t use very old socks, check out that there
is no wear making them thinner.

Make sure to select your shoes on your
largest foot (40% of people have more than a
half size difference in feet)
If you are adding a special foot bed into your
shoe, e.g. sorbothane then realise that this
may increase the height of your heel and
cause abrasion problems.
Don’t grab your favourite boot used last
winter, assuming there was no problem last
time, leave yourself a note inside saying what
was happening.
Foot Care

Don’t try to reduce weight and not carry
spare, clean socks

Buy a sharp short pair of scissors for nail
trimming, trim one day before the event.

Do select a sock brand with extra padding ( ie
extra knitting) in the critical areas and without
a thick toe seam. Remember that all socks
are knitted on a tubular process and the end
has to joined a, a process which sometimes

Understand where your typical abrasion
points are ( leave yourself a message in your
shoes/boots when you last used them
indicating any problems and where.
Use something to lubricate the feet; either
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Vaseline, which can be rubbed deep into the
sock at the abrasion point, or even soap,
which being a mild antiseptic can be helpful if
skin becomes detached to avoid infection

periods.
Take suitable foot care treatments/plasters
that you know well.

Use suitable skin cream to keep the skin
flexible and nourished.

ABOVE ALL, stop early before the damage is
done, your partner/s will not thank you if your
stop later is an extended one.

Use Vaseline all over as a waterproofing
layer if you will be in the wet for extended

http://www.kimm.com/f.html

Avoid injury and become a
champion!

Probably every orienteer can think of a similar
incident where they have missed a major
event, due to such an injury (or illness). Some
orienteers have never reached their full
potential due to a recurring chronic injury or a
prolonged illness.

Anthony Scott
Australian Orienteer -- Autumn 2001
Approaching the last control, you see Rob
Walter hesitating over to your right, and he
hasn’t yet spotted the flag! Accelerating to full
speed, adrenaline rushing, you leap over a
dead log, push through the dead grass and
sprint down the hill towards the control. Just
when you think you’ve beaten him, your left
foot strikes the edge of a sharp rock and you
feel that all too familiar twang! The ankle
ligaments give way and you’re lying on the
ground with a badly twisted ankle, cursing
your recklessness. It was only a minor club
event, so you hadn’t bothered to tape the
ankles. After six months of hard training, you
now miss the Easter Three Days and lose all
hope of national selection.

To shed light on this problem, a group of elite
orienteers were asked to complete a
questionnaire about injuries and illnesses. In
this article I have summarised the information
collected from this survey and also from
subsequent discussions held at a training
camp with the ACT Academy of Sport. A total
of 39 elites replied to the survey, consisting of
23 males and 16 females, ranging in age
from 18 to 40 yrs old.
Common orienteering injuries
A summary of the most common injuries that
had significantly affected training or
competition during their orienteering careers,
are
listed
below.

Summary of main injuries

No. of athletes

Foot - ankle twists

31

Stress fracture in legs or feet

9

Calf muscle strain/tear

8

Iliotibial band syndrome in knee or hip

7

Shin splints

7

Back pain

6

Foot - achilles tendonitis

6

Knee - patella tracking problem or dislocation

6

Knee - patella tendonitis

5

Foot - miscellaneous/unspecified injuries

5

Sickness (glandular fever, virus, other)

5

Hamstring or quadricep muscle strain

5

Fractures or dislocations, other than leg or foot

5

Knee - miscellaneous/unspecified injuries

4

Knee - damage to cartilage or ligaments

4

Chronic fatigue/over-training

3
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Bone fractures in legs or foot (other than stress fractures) 3
Lacerations to legs

2

Foot - plantar fasciitis

2

Corked thigh

2

Knee - Osgood Schlatters disease

2

Pain from nerve tightness

2

It is very clear from this table that the most
common injury affecting elite orienteers in
Australia is twisted ankles. Not only did 80%
of the respondents report such an injury, but
many commented that it was a recurring
problem. Some also reported that continuous
ankle sprains had resulted in permanently
weak ankles and a loss of confidence when
running through rough terrain. Most other
injuries are more typical of runners in general
and are not so specific to orienteers.
Training time lost over last 12 months
Of the 37 elites who responded to this
question, fourteen (38%) had their training
significantly affected by injury or illness for
more than 2 months during the previous year,
and four of these athletes were affected for
more than 6 months. A number of these
athletes also missed important National or
International competitions, including World
Cup races or the Australian Championships.
Others competed but had their preparation
affected and were not fully fit for these races.
Time lost

No.
of
athletes

0-4 weeks

15

5-8 weeks

8

9-26 weeks

10

>26 weeks

4

What causes injury?
So what causes us to become injured? In
some instances it is caused by an accident
that is difficult to avoid, and these types of
injury must be accepted as part of the risk of
training and competing in a sport such as
orienteering. However, in many other cases
injury is caused by poorly planned training or
a lack of preparation for competition. Below
are some of the more common reasons for
injury that were reported in the survey.
Increasing training volume or intensity too
rapidly.
Inconsistent or erratic training.

Not doing regular stretching or strengthening
exercises.
Overtraining causing
recovery strategies).

fatigue

Insufficient treatment
previous injury.

or

(insufficient

recovery

after

Extra-curricular activities – silly accidents
while playing games or other sports at
training camps or social functions.
Doing a minor event ‘flat chat’ when not fully
prepared.
Running in terrain but not bothering to tape
ankles.
Waiting too long to get medical treatment.
Weak muscles causing an imbalance.
Poor alignment of body – causing increased
stresses.
Too much running on hard surfaces (causing
shin splints and stress fractures).
Lack of proper monitoring of the body, not
listening to what it is saying.
Illness caused by travelling (bad food or
water, or contracting virus).
Reducing the risk of injury
By following some common sense rules it is
possible to reduce the risk of injury (or illness)
and in many instances avoid it altogether.
Below is a list of simple rules that every
orienteer should consider when planning their
training and preparing for races.
Take a professional approach!
Get expert advice when planning your
training program.
Musculo-skeletal assessment to identify any
weaknesses or imbalances.
Well planned strength and stretching program
customised to your personal needs.
Consistent training, and build up slowly.
Proper warm-ups before competition AND
warm-downs afterwards.
Resting when required, don’t overtrain.
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Get the right shoes!
Consider some cross training (low impact
activities such as cycling, pool running or
swimming), particularly if prone to shin splints
or stress fractures.
Introduce high quality training sessions (such
as intervals) gradually.
If injured, get proper treatment EARLY, don’t
wait until you can’t run!
Taking care of the ankles
Ironically, the most common injury to
orienteers, twisted ankles, is probably one of
the easiest to avoid. Just as every cricketer
wears pads on the legs, and cyclists wear a
helmet, every orienteer should wear
protection for the ankles. The most common
form of protection is tape but an increasing
number or elite orienteers are now using
braces. If properly applied, both tape and
braces provide extra support for the ankles
when running over rough ground in the forest.
However, using tape or braces is only half the
story. Regular strengthening of ankles under
controlled conditions in the gym or at home
should also be an integral part of every
orienteer’s training program. This might
include simple exercises such as standing on
one leg with your eyes closed, or the use of
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more specific equipment such as minitrampolines, wobble boards, or strap-onweights.
Want to become a champion? Then avoid
injury!
The results of this survey emphasise the
importance of remaining injury free if an
athlete wants to reach his or her full potential.
Reducing the time lost from injury allows the
athlete to slowly and steadily build up a solid
foundation of strength and speed, and be fully
prepared for major national and international
races. Injury prevention techniques (and
treatment when necessary) should be an
integral part of any well planned training
program. So, after your next training run,
don’t just wander off to the shower, try to find
10 minutes to warm down and do some
simple stretches. It might just help keep those
legs injury free.
Acknowledgement: Liz Abbott for constructive
comments. Liz Abbott is a practising
physiotherapist in Canberra, and also a
former member of the Australian orienteering
team.

http://www.sportnet.com.au/orienteering/a
us-o/2001-3/injuries.htm
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Appointments
NZOF is pleased to announce the following
appointments:
Rolf Wagner (North West),
Orienteering Squad Manager,

National

Wayne and Tricia Aspin (CountiesManukau), joint National Orienteering Squad
Coaching Coordinators,
Graham Frith (PAPO), ANZ Challenge Team
Manager.

The previous National Squad Manager, Rob
Crawford, and Coach, John Robinson, did not
seek reappointment and NZOF thanks them
for their services.

Vacancies
With Wayne Aspin’s appointment, above, he
is standing down as a national selector after
fifteen years on the panel. NZOF thanks
Wayne for such sterling service.
Selector
Applications are therefore now invited for the
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vacancy of selector. The panel consists of
three selectors and appointment is for three
years, with one position rolled over each
year. Applications close 31 October and a
Job Description is available from the General
Manager.
Media Officer
This important position remains vacant,
please give it your serious consideration.
The primary role of the Media Officer is to
foster and promote orienteering through the
various forms of media in NZ.
Direct
expenses are reimbursed within the approved
budget and a fax machine is provided.
Interested persons should contact the NZOF
President or General Manager. A Job
Description is available from the General
Manager

National Sports Funding
The NZOF has been granted national funding
of $15,000 plus GST for 2001/2002, the same
amount as for the previous year. To obtain
funding national sports organisations are
required to achieve various targets, which
mainly relate to participation, membership,
coaching and the development of junior sport.
To achieve the targets, the NZOF
administration is, of course, dependent on the
activities of clubs. Therefore the full list of
funding targets will shortly be sent to all clubs
to enlist their support in their achievement.

Club Affiliations For 2002
Clubs are reminded that as a result of remits
passed at this year’s AGM, all members of a
club affiliated to NZOF will be automatically
full members of NZOF upon payment by the
club of its affiliation levy. This means that
there will no longer be social (or local)
members.
The remit passed at the AGM, sets the initial
total from club affiliations at $12,500 with
each club contributing according to its relative
size based on membership as at the end of
2001. For this reason club treasurers will be
asked to advise final membership numbers
no later than 30 November, so that clubs can
then be advised in December of their club
affiliation levy.
In calculating the club levy, junior members
will count as 0.5 and members who are
already primary members of another club will
be excluded – if this information is known.
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While, the final levies per club cannot be
known until final membership returns are
made, clubs will shortly be advised of
indicative figures.
The smallest clubs
(WACO, Pinelands) will pay the minimum of
$100.
A medium-sized club (CountiesManukau) will pay around $500 and the
largest club (PAPO) will pay something in the
order of $1,900.

Development Funding
Although detailed guidelines on project
applications have been sent to all clubs and
NZOF officers, and were also included in the
July issue of New Zealand ORIENTEERING,
there have been few expressions of interest.
The Council voted $500 to the Hutt Valley
Club to assist the holding of the 2nd NZ
Mountain-Bike Orienteering Championships,
as part of the on-going development of new
forms of orienteering. This grant was by way
of funds sponsored for the purpose by Ampro
Sales through its Silva development
programme.

Elite Events Project
At the IOF Extraordinary General Assembly
held at the beginning of August it was
decided that, as from 2004, World
Championships will be held annually.
However, the IOF Council's proposal
regarding separate qualification routes to a
World Championship was withdrawn while
further analysis is undertaken.
A new
proposal regarding qualification is to be
presented at the 2002 IOF Congress. The
good news for countries, such as New
Zealand, which lack the depth of the likes of
the Scandinavian nations, is that future World
Championships will include a three person
relay for men and women, rather than the
current four person relay. The proposal
regarding race formats was adopted, with the
modification that the "Middle" format is not
deemed to be the Olympic format.

August Council Meeting
Full minutes of the meeting held at Auckland
on 18/19 August have been sent to all clubs
and are also posted on the NZOF website.
Outcomes of the meeting included:
Reconfirmation that secondary schools
represent a prime resource for member
recruitment and the way for clubs to grow is
through schools. In his report to the Council,
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Secondary Schools Coordinator Geoff
Morrison proposed that more emphasis be
put on the team aspect of schools
orienteering.
Proposals to revamp the badge scheme,
outlined by NZOF Statistician Bryan Teahan.
The NZOF manual for clubs will be placed on
the NZOF website for ease of accessibility
and to ensure that everyone is therefore
accessing the most up-to-date version. The
list of resources covered by the manual
includes: the Constitution and Strategic Plan,
information
for
treasurers,
rules
of
competition, coaching, legal issues and
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various NZOF policies such as Health &
Safety, Team Selection and Anti-Doping.
Many of the resources, especially coaching
resources, are already on the website and
those outstanding are now being reviewed
before also being posted to the website.
The necessity for a federation policy on
Harassment Free Sport was accepted in
principle. A draft policy will be tabled at the
November Council meeting and a timetable
for its implementation, taking into account
available resources, will be prepared by the
end of 2002.

RESULTS
AOC Results OY 5 Pot Luck 26 August 2001
Please tell me if you think it is helpful including these sorts of results in the mag – the Editor of a far
more important magazine asked me why we didn’t do it, to which I replied we all have email in the
big smoke and hence there is no need. But, maybe there is. – Ed.
Setter:
Fraser
Mills
Vetters:
John
Powell/Scott Vennell Coordinator: Edward
Main
This was Fraser's and Edward's first time
setting and coordinating an Auckland club
OY. The smooth operation of the event is to
their credit.
John's comment: Fraser's overlaying course
concept was to give 'old hands' a new
experience using counter clockwise courses
and unused parts of the map. This did pose
some problems as a difficult middle section of
the map separated the much used coastal
strip from a pleasant section of newly
runnable forest. Trying to connect the two
sections while avoiding lengthy track running
and bingo controls was a challenging task.
Winning times were consistent with technical
requirements for courses 1 to 6. However,
courses 7 and 8 were far to short. It seems
this occurred as a consequence of
arithmetical error and my forgetting to check
the suitability of proposed course lengths for
courses 7 and 8. You will be reassured to
know that neither Fraser nor I build bridges or
fly planes.
Fraser's comment: The Pot Luck map
currently has quite a range of terrain types

creating a real test to competitors of their
skills. I hope everyone enjoyed the mix of
technical orienteering and route choices in
their courses.
I think in this terrain there is not a lot of
difference in time between different route
choices. It is just important to choose a route
choice quickly and then stick to it. Generally
the route choices were all between a safe
and longer route or a more direct and shorter
route. Competitors must weigh up the risks
they are willing to take to save time and
energy.
The two things I would be concentrating on
during a race in this terrain is my direction
and looking for high points. Checking
direction in low visibility is crucial, especially
when leaving tracks or control sites. Using
high points is another useful technique, if you
always run to the highest point then you can
always be sure where you are. I hope this
helps you in the future and good luck for the
Auckland Champs.
Apologies
We would have used a better map if the club
had one. We would have more accurately
updated the old map if we had taken a week
off work and hired a helicopter so we could
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see all the clearings. Somewhat constrained,
we remapped only where route choice and
navigation were likely to be effected. If you
were relocating some distance from a control
site, or had made an idiosyncratic route
choice, then you may have found clearings
and tracks unknown to us.
The courses were planned and vetted on the
old map. When the new map was printed, the
contours had become a much lighter shade of
brown, which some people found difficult to
read. Furthermore, one small reentrant had
disappeared and another had become
indefinite. We had some concern about this
as they had been planned as control sites.
You won't be surprised to know that there
was insufficient time before the event to
choose replacement control sites. As it turned
out, nobody complained, at least not to
Fraser or me.
Safety
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finish, even if you did abandon your course.
Unofficial
Your race time is recorded as unofficial in the
result list below if:
you left the class/grade box on your clip card
empty and you have not been listed in
previous OY results.
you ran the wrong course for the class/grade
you entered on your clip card. Note that the
age group/class combinations for OYs are not
the same as for A level (badge) events.
you did not give a name that could identify
you for OY records, e.g. first name only.
Prestart
Once again, people (experienced orienteers)
copied their course incorrectly from the
master map at the prestart! Clearly, there was
ample time for map marking. So what is the
purpose of the prestart? Did its introduction
some years ago reduce the incidence of
incorrect map marking. (Previously, copying
from master maps was in race time). Did the
accurate map marking benefit outweigh the
loss of the orienteering challenge of planning
your course in race time? I doubt it.

Some people did not enter their name on the
start time sheet nor give the prestarter their
clip card butt. This information is useful to the
controller in the event that you have an
accident. The worst scenario is that you
arrive at the event on your own, start late in
Found
the day, have an accident that renders you
Map Sport control descriptions wristband by
mute and lame, and the controller and
someone on course 6. Phone John at 624organisers drive away believing that your car
1513.
belongs to Joe Public. Please hand in the clip
card butt at the start and your clip card at the
Rolf Wagner 52.20
Jeff Greenwood 83.07
Course 1 8.4km, 170m
Patrick Murphy 54.10
Peter Murphy 55.06
M40A
M21E
Ian Sydenham 69.49
Rob Garden 52.46
Darren Ashmore 65.45
Craig Pearce 86.36
Geoff Mead 58.03
Greg Flynn 74.06
Trevor Carswell DNF
Wayne Aspin 59.06
Rob Jessop 75.59
Ross Brighouse 60.04
Phil Wood 77.10
M50A
Alistair Stewart 72.49
Neil Kerrison 78.37
Mike Ashmore 49.22
Paul Gilkison DNF
Jamie Stewart 83.39
David Niven 50.52
Mark Lawson 82.48
Terje Moen 51.03
W21E
Brent Edwards 92.15
R Ambler 53.45
Melissa Edwards 63.26
Dougal Harding 117.37
Mike Beveridge 54.45
Patricia Aspin 71.58
Allan Janes 178.48
Selwyn Palmer 58.41
David Stewart DNF
P Johansen 59.10
Unofficial
S Foster 61.05
Course 3 4.4km, 60m
Rebecca Smith 89.05
Malcolm Mack 63.36
Dick Rankin 66.45
M18
Gary Farquhar DNF
Tim Renton 42.16
Course 2 5.5km, 75m
Graham Still DNF
M21AS
M21A
W21A
Andrew Bell 40.38
Rudy Hlawatsch 66.36
Marquita Gelderman 44.14
B Hattie 47.59
Malcolm Stoney 71.31
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Andrea McDiarmid 54.44
Lisa Mead 65.04

Unofficial
Lindsay Wood 138.52
D Bliss 148.41
Oram DNF

Course 4 3.9km, 50m
M40AS
Trevor Murray 45.49
Phil White 59.36
C Bolt 66.49
G Clark 78.36
Martin Barber 100.22
M60
John Robinson 43.24
G Peters 57.32
Terry Nuthall 58.45
Bert C 67.57
Tom Clendon 76.31
Peter Godfrey 100.31
W21AS
Alison Carswell 66.09
Alison Comer 81.24
Lyn Stanton 83.06
Nicola Kinzett 121.16
W40A
P Brothers 60.27
Jill Dalton 65.29
Philippa Poole 66.02
Joanna Stewart 67.41
Lorri O'Brien 76.47
Asta Wistrand 104.21
R Bennett DNF
Unofficial
Malcolm 71.14
Wayne 109.36
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Course 5 3.3km, 45m
M70
P Mellsop 74.58
Ralph King 84.10
W50A
Mary Moen 42.06
Doesjka Currie 52.28
Helen Bolt 56.00
Lesley Stone 71.00
Rae Powell 77.17
K Farquhar 84.48
Anne Humphrey DNF
W60A
Val Robinson 68.24
Jill Brewis 74.35
Heather Clendon 107.30
V Leigh 109.44
Unofficial
Phil White 31.42
Lise Moen 40.01
Keith Stone 43.07
A Brewis 51.48
Paul Potter 60.50
Tomek Glowacki 64.01
Les Paver DNF
A Glowacka 70.42
P Al Amudi 120.37

W21B
Jo Paver 54.45
Lynn Ashmore 66.27
B Sydenham 73.19
Heather Whelan 76.15
Gay Ambler 85.28
Glenis Nevin 93.51
Margaret Keane 126.54
Unofficial
B Peat 34.14
Dan Bradley 39.38
Malcolm Hughes 52.10
Oram 55.13
Leisa Williams 76.03
No Name 76.11
Course 7 1.5km, 10m
Unofficial
Dan Bradley 13.04
Tina/Lindsay Jacques 18.37
Oram 19.30
Jacob/Mark Copeland
40.45
Debby Eves DNF
Course 8 900m, 5m
M12
Nick Mead 8.05
Tristan Ware 15.26

Course 6 3.6km, 45m
M16
Martin Peat 39.07
C Murphy 45.09
Sam Murphy DSQ, Wrong
Clip Control 3
M21B
Edward Main 53.22
Phillip Barber 93.15
Scott Patterson DNF

W12
Sarah Gilkison 6.30
Emily Murphy 6.30
Hannah Murphy 8.09
Leah Murphy 13.08
Unofficial
Tina/Lindsay Jacques 10.21
D Eves 17.41
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Solutions:
Kidz Kontrol Last Issue: ‘don’t get lost or you might not come back!’ (don’t be surprised if there are
a few letters left over!)

Next Issue: October 2001
Editorial contributions are welcomed and should be sent to Paul Gilkison, 12 Albert Rd, Devonport,
or email psquared@iconz.co.nz. tel 09 445 4306
Please could I have all contributions before 5 October 2001.

Distribution
If you change your address (and still wish to have this magazine reach you!), please contact your
club membership officer or Andrew Bell on 09 411 7166.

Credits
The New Zealand Orienteering Federation gratefully acknowledges the support of the Hillary
Commission.

The Auckland Orienteering Association wishes to thank Carter Holt Harvey for the use of its
forests.

Sender:
Andrew Bell
847 Old North Road RD2 Waimauku

